Glomus tumors are uncommon benign tumors developing from the neuro-myo-arterial glomus body. They are typically located in the fingers. The extra-digital involvement is unusual and makes diagnosis difficult. Only few cases have been reported in literature. We report an exceptional case of a glomus tumor of the lower leg in a 65-year-old male. The diagnosis was clinically suspected and confirmed by a biopsy. Surgical excision gave immediate pain relief. The aim of this report is to make the surgical community more aware of this entity based on the analysis of our own experience and a review of the literature.
Introduction
Glomus tumors (GTs) are rare, benign tumors arising from neuromyo-arterial glomus bodies, accounting for less than 2% of soft tissue tumors [1] , and a malignant transformation of this tumor with metastasis is possible but remains exceptional [2] . Typically, GT occurs in the hand and are relatively easily diagnosed following the classic triad of pain, tenderness, and hypersensitivity to cold. However, they may develop anywhere, and extra-digital GT, like the location in the leg, is much more difficult to diagnose. They are usually misdiagnosed and improperly treated, due to the absence of the typical symptoms. We report an exceptional case of extra-digital GT causing leg pain.
Patient and observation
A 65-year-old man presented with a painful swelling of his right lower leg. The pain started insidiously 6 months earlier, it was constant with hyperesthesia of the overlying skin, exacerbated by movements or 
Discussion
GT are hamartomas developing from a neuro-myo-arterial structure localized at the dermo-hypodermic junction. The first clinical description of a GT was made in 1812 by Wood W [3] . GT are rare, mainly benign as blue-red painful tumors. These tumors account for 1% of all soft tissue tumors [3] . It is usually located in subungual region and lateral areas of the fingers. Extradigital GT are usually unexpected and difficult to diagnose. Unlike digital GT, which usually present with a triad of pain, tenderness to palpation, and intolerance to cold, extradigital GT have a more unusual clinical presentation and rarely present with hypersensitivity to cold [4] .
The location in the leg is very rare [5] [6] [7] , in a series of 56 patients with extradigital glomus tumors, the location was in the leg in only three cases [8] , these benign tumors have a male-to-female predominance greater than 4 to 1 and can present at any time during adulthood [4] .
Histologically, GT arise from the neuro-myo-arterial glomus body, which plays a role in the regulation of blood flow to the skin. There are three subtypes of GT, based on the pattern of differentiation and the degree of vascularisation. These include the solid type, which is the most frequent variant and is known as a ''glomus tumor''. These are characterized by sheets of eosinophilic, polygonal cells surrounding capillaries [8] .
Plain radiography provides indirect information like a cortical erosion when the tumor is large, with thickening of the underlying soft tissues [9] . Ultrasonography is a useful tool showing a hypo-echoic well demarcaterd mass, hypervascularized on Doppler [10] . CT-scan, shows a soft tissue density mass that takes contrast. As for angiography, it confirms the vascular origin of the lesion, but remains invasive [11] .
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), especially in high resolution represents the most sensible and specific tool distinguishing between the tumor itself and the normal tissue. It better defines its characteristics: indeed, it is a homogeneous well demarcated lesion, presenting as low signal intensity on T1-weighted images with rapid enhancement after gadolinium injection and high signal intensity on T2-weighted images. Finally, MRI provides accurate relations of the tumor with adjacent structures [9] [10] [11] . Treatment is surgical in solitary cases: complete resection including the joint capsule in articular locations to avoid recurrence. The outcome after surgical treatment is marked by a high recurrence rate: 1-18% depending on the series. 
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